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In our daily statistical analysis, we often need to do the basic statistical description and basic
statistical analysis of variables, such as calculating the mean (standard deviation), median
(interquartile spacing), t-test, analysis of variance, multiple test correction and so on. However, the
R language, which is specifically designed for statistics, has "an embarrassment of riches” (R in
Action - First Edition, page 145) of choices for descriptive statistics!", which is a nightmare for
many beginners of R and statistics, and those with selection difficulties: Whenever you want to
perform a simple statistical analysis, you have to compare and choose from a large number of
methods. To solve this problem, I developed EasyDescribe, a package that solves almost all common
basic statistical descriptions with a single function, so that R programmers no longer have difficulty
in choosing.
Next, let's introduce the usage logic of EasyDescribe package:
In order to eliminate the choice, EasyDescribe only has the function fundescribe(), so you don't
need to choose again! How does this function handle these basic statistical analyses?
fundescribe(x, y, data = NULL, na.rm = TRUE, norm.t = NULL)
fundescribe() has two basic parameters: x and y, x is the basic variable you want to analyze, and y
is the grouping variable that groups x.
Data types can be basically divided into three main categories: continuous variables, ordered
categorical variables and unordered categorical variables. When we do basic statistical analysis for
method selection, we are actually making method selection based on data types in most cases. The
fundescribe() function automatically selects the method based on the data type you enter for x and
y.
For example, if you simply input a continuous variable fundescribe(data $age), the function
will automatically output the mean, standard deviation, median, quartile, etc., and also output a
histogram and QQ chart to facilitate you to understand the normality and distribution of data:

If you simply enter a categorical variable fundescribe(data$gender), the function will
automatically output the number and percentage of each category.

Therefore, we can see that the use logic of the fundescribe () function is minimalism. You don't
need to worry about the input data type. It will automatically select methods according to the input
variable type.
The above is the case where only x is input. If x and y are input at the same time, fundescribe()
can also automatically identify the data types of x and y and automatically select the corresponding
basic statistical method:
Example 1. x is continuous variable; y is unordered categorical variable:
fundescribe(data$age, data$gender)

Example 2. x is continuous variable; y is ordered categorical variable:
fundescribe(age, income, data=data)

Example 3. x is unordered categorical variable; y is unordered categorical variable:
fundescribe(gender, exercise, data=data)

Example 4. x is unordered categorical variable; y is unordered categorical variable:
fundescribe(data$drink, data$gender)

Example 5. x is unordered categorical variable; y is ordered categorical variable:
fundescribe(data$gender, data$income)

From the above five examples, I think the user can already have a basic glimpse of the
EasyDescribe package and fundescribe() function to understand. The author will continue to
maintain and update this package. Welcome to use, and more welcome to make suggestions and
comments, contact email: niexiuquan1995@foxmail.com.

